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Abstrak

Laporan ini mendokumenkan segala bentuk pemikiran dan hasil kerja di sebalik
pengbasilan sebuah karya eksperimen berbentuk electroacoustic yang bertajuk "Adam's

Dream". Karya ini dihasilkan untuk merealisasikan alam mimpi seorang kanak-kanak
lelaki berusia tiga tabun dengan menggunakan perlambangan muzik dan bunyi-bunyian
sebagai simbolik mimpinya.

Rakaman bunyi mikro dilakukan ke atas semut dengan

menggunakan mikrofon kontak berjenis piezo electric disk. HasH rakaman bunyi-bunyian
semut ini digunakan sebagai sumber bunyi dalam komposisi bersama dengan beberapa
bunyi serangga yang lain. Kaedah rakaman ini dilakukan dengan tujuan untuk mengkaji
sejauh mana bunyi mikro boleh digunakan sebagai bahan komposisi dalam karya jenis

electroacoustic. Begitu juga, "Adam's Dream" dihasilkan untuk memberi kesedaran
kepada orang ramai tentang kewujudan bunyi mikro dalam ekologi bunyi kita.
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Abstract

This report documents the thoughts and works of "Adam's Dream", an experimental
electroacoustic composition.

It intends to realize a three-year old boy's dream by

producing symbolic representations of musical and sonic thoughts.

By using piezo

electric disk as contact microphone, the recordings of microsound made by ants are taken

and used as compositional material together with few insects' sounds. The composition
intends to experiment the possible usage of microsound in electroacoustic composition as
well as to increase awareness of its existence in our sound ecology.

vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This report is intended as a supplement to a computer-aided experimental
electroacoustic composition entitles "Adam's Dream".

It documents the thoughts;

related works using piezo electric disks 1; methods; aesthetic concerns about the piece;
consideration of sound sources; processing techniques and structure of the composition.
"Adam's Dream" is a composition intending to realize a three-year old boy's

dream by producing symbolic representations of musical and sonic thoughts using micro
sound, acoustic sound, electronic sound and human voice. A toddler of this age, Adam is
constantly exploring the world with his five senses. The auditory, one of the senses, may
often over .react to the surrounding sound as his ears are still disorganized in filtering
unnecessary sounds. Therefore, Adam hears everything, and tends to get fascinated with
sounds adults generally disregard (Briggs, 2002). In the context of this composition,
these sounds highlighted are microsounds 2 made by four different kinds of every day
insects - ant, grasshopper, praying mantis and moth. These insects have such big impact
on Adam that he often dreams of them. According to Berman (1999), the effect on how
one perceives and relates to the outside world is often reflected in one's dream. Thus,

1Also known as piezo electric transducers. They have the same internal crystalline structure as magnets,
but they bebave differently. Piezoelectric transducers are extremely sensitive and possess a particular
resonant signature; this imposes a veneer of uniformity onto sounds. While each sound certainly speaks for
itself, a unity of perspective, like a coloured filter, is provided via the particularities of the technology. As
contact microphones, piezo disks provide a unique perspective in the experience of microsoWlds. They are
in direct contact with mechanical vibration through different materials.
2 Microsound includes all SOWld on the time scale shorter than musical notes, the soWld object time scale,
and longer than the sample time scale. Specifically this is shorter than one tenth of a second and longer
tban 10 milliseconds, including the audio frequency range (20 Hz to 20 kHz) and the infrasonic frequency
(below 20 Hz, rhythm) (from AA Reference)
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Adam's dream is the manifestation of his exaggerated imagination and thoughts of this
world.

In addition to the justification above, a dream is also capitalized here as it implies
surrealistic image and is therefore, suitable as a platform to explore and generate the
infinite possibilities of abstract sonic, together with the endless possibilities of musical
interpretations of a child's dream.

1.1 Statement of Problem
The biggest obstacle faced while carrying this research was undoubtedly my lack
of knowledge in the technical disciplines and other interdisciplinary fields such as the
science of acoustic and physics prior to embarking the research. This has posed many
limitations on the scope of research.

1.2 Aim and Objective
With some rudimentary knowledge of acoustic sounds, recording techniques and
other elements of computer music, the research is carried out with the intention to study
and broaden my understanding of microsound in relation to acoustics and electroacoustic
music. At the same time, it is also intended to outline some practical applications on the
recording and processing techniques to support other future composers and researchers in
this specific area.

The bigger aim is unquestionably to introduce micro sound and

increase the awareness of its existence in our sound ecology.
With these aims set, next comes the objective behind the research. The ultimate
purpose behind all these is to produce an eight-minute experimental composition entitling

2

"Adam's Dream", in the genre of electroacoustic music. Basing on Lennan's (1998)
approach on recording sound, piezo electric disk is chosen and used as a contact
microphone in this research to capture any "small" sounds made by insects during the
recording.

These sounds, tenned as microsound are then creatively exploited and

manipulated as compositional materials in the composition.
Depending on the sound source, some larger insects are recorded using minidisc
stereo microphone, whereas other source such as voice is recorded in studio using
dynamic microphone. More detailed explanation on recording is provided in Chapter 3.

1.3 Importaace of Research
While the application of technology in computer music has undoubtedly assisted
composers in compositional practices, it has also created and opened up new avenues for
exploring 'llew" sounds especially in the domains of electroacoustic music and film
sound effects.
In his paper A Guide for Working with Piezo Electric Disks to Introduce Children
to Issues ofAcoustic Ecology and Sonic Creativity, Lennan (1998a) suggested that issues

on acoustic ecology can be highlighted to school children and teenagers by engaging
them on recording activities using self-built devices. Activities like these help them to
discover their own sonic creativity besides understanding "newer fonns of music" in
addition to exploring the relationships between Arts and Science". In another paper
Piezo Disks, Audio Schematics and a Condenser Mic (1998b), Lennan further stressed

that there are "still many sonic possibilities yet-to-be recorded" and the use of piezo disk
is "limited only by imagination, and ingenuity" (p. 1).

3

Taking his approach but applying into the context of an electroacoustic
composition, "Adam's Dream" employs Lennan's piezo disk as contact microphone to
record microsound but uses the sonic materials more extensively by manipulating them
until they become abstract sounding. It is hoped that this research can in some way
contribute to the sonic investigation for new and fresh sounds, enabling composers in the
field of electroacoustic and sound design to work with more sound choices, and at the
same time expanding the vast wealth of the existing sound libraries.

The research also exemplifies that sometimes, simple devices can prove to be
powerful tools if we know how to utilize the technology creatively. This research for
example, is a good start for those taking computer music courses as they learn how to
solder and build their own recording tools to cater for their needs. By having hands-on
training on the gadgets, the practice provides greater understanding on the working of

..

:

components in audio devices, and given the time and right approach, this kind of project
can be the foundation for further endeavor into inventing and developing new audio and

digital instruments.
From the archiving aspect, recordings of insects can also be used to support the
study ofbiodiversity in Sarawak particularly. With the vast species of insects we harbour

in our tropical rainforest, conservation work is becoming an important step to ensure the
protection and preservation of endangered insects from extinction caused by extensive

timber logging activities. Audio recordings can be made in the proposed habitat to study
the insects' behavioral pattern by picking up audio clues indicating healthy or stressful
habitat Sound recordists can work side by side with international and local conservation

4
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consultants, as well as Sarawak Forest Department to facilitate with the sound archiving

area.

1.4 Hypothesis
There are two propositions made in this research. First, the choice of piezo
electric disk. as a contact microphone is appropriate to obtain high quality micro sound
recordings on insects.

Second, these micro sound recordings are suitable to use as

compositional materials in electroacoustic work.

1.5 Scope of Research
The scope of research covers the area of acoustic sound, recording techniques,
sound processing techniques, computer music, composition and psychoacoustic.

The insects' materials for "Adam's Dream" were mainly gathered from house
compound, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak's Faculty of Applied and Creative Arts
compound and Public Park.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2..1 E.ergenee of MicrosGunds from Analog to Digital
As early as 1950s, prominent composer like the Romanian-born Greek composer

Jaanis Xenakis had used the theories of microsound in electronic and computer music.
TJ'IiDed as an accomplished architect, Xenakis would use mathematical theories and

priDcipIes in his composition (Zofragos, 2004).

His earlier work for orchestral,

MetQSIQSeis (1953) is a proto-microsonic instrumental music realized with the aid of

computer to calculate the variable speed of string glissandi. In it, cloud-like3 textures are
built up from atomistic instrumental elements (Thomson, 2004).
Figure 1 shows the massed moving (cloud-like) formations of string glissandi in
Melaslaseis in which Xenakis relates to the kinetic theory of gases.

According to

Xeoak.is as cited by Zografos again, the temperature of a gas derives from the

independent movement of its molecules. Basing on this, Xenakis made an analogy
between a gas molecule motions through space, to that of a string instrument through

pitch range. The molecule is likened to a single instrument in an orchestra, and when it
moves through space, it is depicted as a microscopic part moving submissively in a
macroscopic part which "governs the microscopic parts through deterministic
teMa\cies" (Zofragos, 2004, p. 5)

, fa music a cloud is a SOWld mass consisting of statistical clouds of microsounds and characterized first by
Ibe let of elements used in the textw"e, secondly density, including rhythmic and pitch density. Clouds may
JacIude ambiguity of rhythmic foreground and background or rhythmic hierarchy. Clouds are created and
oftID in granular synthesis (from Ears Glossary).
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Figure 1. String Glissandi, Bars 309-314 of Metastaseis. 4

Using other approaches but still basing on mathematical theories and principles,
Xenakis's Pithoprakta (1955) employs the theory of Probability and Poisson's Law in
addition to the theory of gases. Zofragos wrote, the concept of "sound masses" and
"textural use of the orchestral" are still applied and implemented by means of glissandl

and pizzicatf. Xenakis would use imaginary temperatures and pressures to construct the

• ~ cited from Zoftagos (2004)
5 GlDsando (Plural: glissand,) is a musical tenn that refers to either a continuous sliding from one pitch to
IDOIber (a "true" glissando), or an incidental scale played while moving from one melodic note to another
~.. "etJecrive" glissando) (from Wikipedia).
'P1I:zIctIIo (plural: Pizzicatl) is a method of playing an orchestral string instrument. Instead of using the
• die performer plucks the desired string using finger or fingers (from the free dictionary).
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"furious" movement of molecules in which, the music's entire shape of sound mass is
clearly generated while keeping the inner "voices" undetermined.
Figure 2 is a graph taken from bar 52-60 of Pithoprakla, showing paths of

gllIstmdi plotted by Xenakis. Each line represents a string instrument, with the names of
the lowest to the highest register instruments written on the vertical axis, whereas the
horizontal axis represents time.

Figure 2. The composer's graph plotting paths of glissandi in Pithoprakta, bars 52-60.

]be continuing

7

development of his mathematical theories of musical organization

distinguishes his compositions from others.

This eventually led him to the use of

CClDDlIta to generate numerical data for use as the basis for both instrumental and

electronic compositions" (Manning, 1993).

In 1956, Xenakis worked at the Groupe de Recherches Musicales (GRM) studio,

Paris.

Composing with magnetic tape then, he experimented with granular synthesis8

ciIed &om Zoftagos (2004)

8

aDd granulation9 in his two works, Concret PH (1959) and Analogique B (1959), using
tiDy tape splices. Concret PH was realized from a single concret source, the sound of
crackling charcoal, which by itself is granular in character. Applying tape microsplice

tecJmique, Xenakis spliced, assembled and later taped these tiny splices into a
composition.
The second work, Analogique B has its sound source taken from the recording of

sine tones which were generated by tone generator unto an analogue tape. The same
microsplice technique was used on the tape. Such work, though realized in analog form,
saves as the preceding factor in the emergence of microsound in the digital domain later

(Thomson, 2004).
At the University of California in San Diego, Curtis Roads became the fIrst to

experiment with granular synthesis and granulation in the digital realm in late 1974.

Inspired by Xenakis' theory of sonic particle, Roads applied this theoretical approach to
sound generation using the computer technology accessible at the university.

Klang

1(1974) was his fIrst work using granular synthesis approach. A year later, he produced
Prototype (1975), a work realized using clouds of grains lO which were created from highlevel specifications. From here, he further developed more non-realtime programs for

lfIIlular synthesis and later coined the term "microsound" in which he writes,
Beneath the level of the note lies the realm of micro-sound, of sound particles ...the micro-sonic
domain remained invisible for centuries. Recent advances in technology let us probe and
manipulate this formerly unseen world. Micro-sonic techniques dissolve the rigid bricks of music
architecture-the notes and intervals-into more fluid and supple medium. Sounds can be led

• o-Jar Syndlesis is a method by which sounds are broken into tiny grains which are then redistributed
lid reorpaized to form other sounds (Opie, 2003).
, GrwmIMioo refers to the process of splitting a sampled sound into a series of grains, which can be layered
IDd sbIped in a variety of ways (Thomson, 2004)
10 A

aram is a small piece of sonic data. In granular synthesis it will usually have duration between 10 to 50
(Opie. 2003)

9

coalesce into being, to evaporate, or to mutate into other sounds. Such possibilities lead to new
and compelling compositional possibilities.
(Roads, 200 I, p. vii)

Another name significant in microsound research is Barry Truax. Unlike Roads

who concentrated on non-realtime granular synthesis, Truax focused on methods of
coatrolling granular synthesis in real-time ll . His piece, Riverrun (1986) is a masterpiece

and probably the "first well-known piece using the technique of real-time granular
synthesis, in which the river serves as a metaphor for this technique".

In this

composition, the "countless drops of water" which according to him as ''trivial

In

tbmnselves" become the "powerful entity" compositional material (Truax, 1986).

U CoaIposition on Dream
Mcnabb's Dreamsong (1978) is one of the earliest piece to accomplish a smoother
tnmsition "from unaltered natural sound to synthesized sounds", or rather, "from the real
world to the realm of imagination" through the accuracy of digital processing (Mcnabb as

cited from the New Yorker, 1984, p. 80). Considered a classic in computer music genre,

Dreamsong uses "transmutation of aural landscape" 12 to suggest "scenarios of dreams"
(V1Shart, 1986, p. 52). The continuous and unanticipated transformations of vocal and
aMronmental materials transport the listeners into a surrealistic "alien landscape" which

bas its own justification.

II RIIkime

granular systhesis method uses programmable digital signal processor to process sampled

JiaaDd • compositional materials in real time (Truax, n.d).
12 AllllIenchcape encapsulates sound's inherent propensity to suggest physical space (both real and
....wl) in playback, as well as listeners tendency to relate the aural to the visual (both real and
. ...1Id) when presented with works in an acousmatic situation (from Ears Glossary)
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Aa....1e Eeology

In June 1998, Lerman delivered a paper A Guide for Working with Piezo Electric
to I1tIroduce Children to Issues of Acoustic Ecology and Sonic Creativity at the
'QldlraK:e of the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology in Stockholm, Sweden. Lerman
~

..6.1,.......

expressed his concerns over the influence of commercial music on young

alli!ldnll and how that has prevented them from appreciating acoustic ecology 13. He
dlw.i.t a teaching outline to suggest a practical approach for students to explore their

aoaic creativity by making their own recording tools, specifically with piezo electric

Lerman himself has worked with piezo electric disks as contact microphone since

1m. He had used them to record sounds and vibrations in bicycles, wind harps, plants,
rocks, cactus thorns, spider webs etc. (Lerman, 1998b). However, it was in 1996
be recorded the video and audio sound of ants in his Sonoran Desert Ants, where he

attell1pted a "sonic mapping" of Sonoran Desert in Arizona (Quin, 1998).

RICOIdin& the ants' tiny feet and sounds of vocalizations can be heard.
U III inspiration to

In the

This work serves

"Adam' s Dream".

AIaaIdc ofsoundscape ecology is the study of the effects of the acoustic environment, or soundscape, on
. .lIbYIlic:ll respooses or behaviouraJ characteristics ofthose living within it (from Ears Glossary)
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Chapter 3
Methodology

The method used to gather data throughout this research is qualitative method.

were obtained by recording sonic materials from several locations into different

_iCes

of recorders.

This chapter specifies the choice of microphone used in the

MardiiDl; the location, choice of recorder; the transferring data process and the methods

_ .•_ •• considerations taken while processing sonic materials.
All data collected are primary data except for the Metallic Clunk sound file

_Mil_led from the intemet

14

and Alien rise file from CSound. 15

Audio hardware used in studio was Alesis amplifier, Behringer mixer and a PC

computer. In addition, a Sony MH-NZ700 mini disc recorder was used for indoor and
recording.

In this research, 3 different types of microphones were used to record the different
Of90und materials and their pick-up pattern. Firstly, a piezo disk which functioned

microphone used to record sounds made by grasshoppers, moth, praying mantis,

IiIbIMllO Itick motion, plastic, environment, park and playground activities, two excerpts

_ ...... &om bttp://www.therecordist.comlpages/downloads.html
i"'.C IaII'" is a computer programming language for dealing with sound. It is called CSound because it is

die C programming language, as opposed to some of its predecessors. CSound was written at
-~"--' Ven::oc

(from Wi1dpedia)
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Buzz Light Year, Adam's ''No!'' and his breathing sound while sleeping. Lastly, a
IIUdio microphone was used to record Adam's voice as primary data.

Mierophone
In carrying out the main recording of my compositional material, I have used an
_pWlicd piezo electric disk as transducer and contact microphone which was modeled

GlcIIJ after Lerman's (1998) model diagram to record the ants sound (see Figure 3).
electric disk is very sensitive and is capable of capturing vibrations and microsound
ants' footsteps. It is .rugged and can be obtained inexpensively, around RM4.00

disk. Furthermore, Lerman finds the disk to be of high impedance and works well
• most audio equipment.

Figure 3
To make the contact microphone, a I-meter long piece of shielded audio cable

soldered onto the surface of the ceramic and brass surface of the piezo as shown in
4. When both soldering connections were tightly secured, the other end of the

cable was then soldered to a V.-inchjack (Figure 5).

13

Soldered tl.) ceramJCof piezo disk

Shield wi.re soldered
to brass of piezo dL'lk

Figure 4

Piezl.... e lectnc disk

I / 4-illch jack

Shielded audio cable ca , Imetel'

Figure 5

Before studio recording, an empty plastic container with an opening in its base

to contain 10 ants captured from the University Faculty's compound. The piezo
14

then iDaerted into the container to cover the opening area. Once fitted nicely,

._tape

was used to seal off any holes big enough for the ants to escape. The

';4

then connected to an amplifier to amplify the signals from the ants' feet

Recording of the ants' movement and activities took place inside the

"IIIIICI'm the Faculty's Music Technology studio.

A dry leaf was also placed inside to

contained inside a round plastic container which had an opening on its lid. A
mie was inserted into the container through the lid's opening and was

. . . .SOb "mie in" of the mini disc recorder. The output of the mini disc was then
_ _:ted to an amplifier, then to the mixer before being connected to the

pc.

"*.11 tape was used to seal off holes which the grasshoppers could escape.

Again,
Some

. . . . were put inside. All recording of grasshoppers were done in the container.
• -. _ procedure applied for the recording of the moth and praying mantis sound.

Besides the insects' sound, the stereo microphone was also used to record the
motion. It was placed inside a hollow bamboo stick which stood on the

was attached to a piece of laundry wire that was supported along by a few

few times to get the rocking effect.
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